Register FDS 2018
Silk Strides in Myanmar from 7th to 14th May 2018
Exemplary service for a memorable trip
Online registration is open : http://fds.sdpo.com
1 790 € VAT * per participant in double room based on a minimum group of 80 participants
More than 20 years of experience Strides Silk, SDPO, organizing sports events, used a tour operator
for the management of logistics.
In 2018, SDPO chose to revive its historical partner:Phoenix Voyages who has demonstrated
repeatedly its efficiency and expertise.

En signing a strong and lasting partnership with the group The PHOENIX VOYAGES SDPO * revives
a serious partner, loyal and attentive to the participants. A partner who can meet the requirements
of quality, price and security SDPO wishes decline on its sports travel. This union and will guarantee
to work with reliable local service providers, broken terrain and effective.
Nothing should be left to chance in the organization of our sporting events and responsiveness must
be exercised. PHOENIX Voyages has always done the unexpected and we proved it in the past. **
You all know that the current period we are going through is full of pitfalls. To answer a waiting ever
more demanding when you SDPO accustomed, so we needed a “tour operator” in the undisputed
reputation and having a “showcase” historic in the world of travel.
A choice in payment methods allowing you to use your credit card, and so benefit as the case many
safeguards,

PRICES AND CONDITIONS
Travel from 7th to 14th May 2018 : 1 790 € including taxes * per participant in double room based
on a minimum group of 80 participants
Single supplement: on request 2090 €
Our price includes:
Accommodation in shared double/twin room at hotels selected.

Transfer and sightseeing by private air-conditioned vehicle as per program.
Participation to all the races as describe in the program.
Throughout French & English speaking guide during the whole trip.
Entrance fees for all sightseeing as mentioned on the program.
Meals as mentioned on the program: (Bkf) for breakfast, (Lun) for lunch, (Din) for dinner – Except
Drinks.
Domestic flights and airport taxes.
Government taxes currently in force (VAT…).
Our price does not include:
Visa for Myanmar.
International flights.
Insurances.
Meals, drinks, tips, personal expenses and all services not clearly mentioned.
Online registration is open : http://fds.sdpo.com

